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NEW QUESTION: 1
Click the exhibit button.
What would be the expected outcome from the configuration shown in the exhibit?
A. The VPLS instance would default to using no-tunnel-services because a tunnel-services
interface was not specified.
B. The VPLS instance would cycle through all physical interfaces configured on the router to
find one to use.
C. The VPLS instance would cycle through all virtual tunnel interfaces on the router to find one
to use.
D. The VPLS instance would use a control-word instead of a tunnel-services interface, or
no-tunnel- services parameter.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos/topics/usage-guidelines/vpns-specifyin
g- the-vt-interfaces-used-by-vpls-routing-instances.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Welche Objekte können Sie einem Quellfeld zuordnen, das in einer Open ODS-Ansicht als
Merkmal definiert ist?
Hinweis: Auf diese Frage gibt es 2 richtige Antworten.
A. SAP BW InfoObject
B. Öffnen Sie den ODS-Ansichtstyp Facts
C. Öffnen Sie den ODS-Ansichtstyp Stammdaten für Attribute
D. Öffnen Sie den ODS-Ansichtstyp Stammdaten für Hierarchien
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A Palo Alto Networks firewall is being targeted by an NTP Amplification attack and is being
flooded with tens
thousands of bogus UDP connections per second to a single destination IP address and post.
Which option when enabled with the correction threshold would mitigate this attack without
dropping legitirnate
traffic to other hosts insides the network?
A. Zone Protection Policy with UDP Flood Protection
B. Security Policy rule to deny trafic to the IP address and port that is under attack
C. Classified DoS Protection Policy using destination IP only with a Protect action
D. QoS Policy to throttle traffic below maximum limit
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A company's application running on Amazon EC2 Linux recently crashed because it ran out of
available memory. Management wants to be alerted if this ever happens again.
Which combination of steps will accomplish this? (Select TWO.)
A. Create an alarm on the metric that publishes an Amazon SNS notification to alert the CIO
when a threshold is passed.
B. Configure the Amazon CloudWatch agent to collect and push memory usage metrics on the
instance.
C. Create an alarm on the AWS Personal Health Dashboard that publishes an Amazon SNS
notification to alert the CIO when the system is out of memory.
D. Create an Amazon CloudWatch dashboard to monitor the memory usage metrics on the
instance over time.
E. Create an alarm on the dashboard that publishes an Amazon SNS notification to alert the CIO
when a threshold is passed.
Answer: C,D
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